The transmission characteristics of ultrasonic waves at oblique incidence to composite laminates are analyzed theoretically by the stiffness matrix method. The analysis takes into account the presence of thin resin-rich regions between adjacent plies as spring-type interfaces with normal and shear stiffnesses. The amplitude transmission coefficient of longitudinal wave through a unidirectional laminate immersed in water is shown to be significantly influenced by the frequency, the interlayer interfacial stiffnesses, and the incident angle. Using Floquet's theorem, the dispersion relation of the infinitely extended laminate structure is calculated and compared to the transmission coefficient of laminates of finite thickness. This reveals that the ranges of frequency and interfacial stiffnesses where the Floquet waves lie in the band-gaps agree well with those where the transmission coefficient of the finite layered structure is relatively small, indicating that the band-gaps appear even in the laminate with a finite number of plies. The amplitude transmission coefficient for an 11-ply carbon-epoxy unidirectional composite laminate is experimentally obtained for various frequencies and incident angles. The low-transmission zones observed in the experimental results, which are due to the critical angle of the quasi-longitudinal wave and the Bragg reflection, are shown to be favorably compared with the theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fiber-reinforced composite laminates have been extensively used in aerospace, automotive, marine, and civil engineering since they have the advantages of high specific stiffness, high specific strength, low coefficient of thermal expansion, etc., compared to monolithic materials. Understanding the wave propagation behavior in such structures is important from the viewpoints of the nondestructive characterization of their property as well as their damage diagnosis to ensure the structural safety and reliability.
The ultrasonic wave propagation in composite laminates has been widely studied and various methods have been proposed for the nondestructive evaluation of material properties. 1 The anisotropic elastic constants of a composite plate can be evaluated by immersing it in fluid and measuring the velocity for three types of transmitted bulk waves at various angles of incidence, i.e., the quasi-longitudinal, fast, and slow quasi-transverse waves. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In order to remove the influence of beam refraction at the top and bottom surfaces of specimen, the so-called double through transmission technique was proposed. 7, 8 Extending this procedure, Chu and Rokhlin 9 evaluated the elastic constants of unidirectionally reinforced plies constituting a cross-ply laminate. Similar measurements for other stacking sequences were performed by Hosten, 10 and those using the air-coupled transducers were also reported by Hosten et al. 11 In addition to the velocity measurement, the imaginary part of complex elastic constants of a unidirectional composite plate can be evaluated as well from the reflected or transmitted amplitude of bulk waves, [12] [13] [14] and the temperature dependence of such properties was investigated by Baudouin and Hosten. 15 These velocity-or amplitude-based evaluation methods are applicable for sufficiently thick plates where the transmitted bulk modes can be separated in the time domain. Evaluation procedures for the elastic constants of composite laminates for a wider range of their thickness have also been developed, using the amplitude transmission spectrum 16 or the dispersion curve in the frequency-wavenumber domain. 17 The above-mentioned studies assumed that all plies of the laminate were perfectly bonded and the effects of interlayer interfaces were ignored. Most resin-based composite laminates such as carbon-epoxy and glass-epoxy laminates, however, have resin-rich regions with a few microns thickness between adjacent plies and such imperfections have significant influence on the mechanical performance of laminated structures; 18, 19 hence, the nondestructive evaluation of the soundness of interlayer interfaces is important. To this end, it is essential to understand the influence of such regions upon the ultrasonic wave propagation behavior.
One way to consider the effect of resin-rich regions on the wave propagation in composite laminates is to model them as a thin resin layer of finite thickness between neighboring plies. For example, Wang and Rokhlin 20 demonstrated that the resin-rich regions have a significant effect on the reflection characteristics and band-gap behavior of ultrasonic waves at normal incidence to multidirectional composite laminates. Another possible approach is to use spring-type interfaces: [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] When performing the wave propagation analysis for adhesive bonds or other imperfect interfaces, the interfacial region much thinner than the wavelength of the ultrasound can be modeled as a springtype interface with finite interfacial normal and shear stiffnesses. On the basis of this idea, the influence of random deviations in the interlayer interfacial normal stiffness or the ply wave velocity on the propagation behavior of the longitudinal wave impinging perpendicularly on a composite laminate was analyzed by Lu and Achenbach 28 and Lu. 29 Ishii and Biwa 30, 31 studied the influence of interfacial normal stiffness on the wave propagation and band-gap behavior theoretically, and showed that the interfacial normal stiffness can be evaluated from the extremal frequencies of amplitude reflection spectrum. The above-mentioned works 20, [28] [29] [30] [31] are, however, limited to the simplest case of the normal incidence of longitudinal wave. The effect of resin-rich regions on the wave propagation behavior of composite laminates for arbitrary angles of incidence remains as a subject to be explored in further depth.
In the present study, the ultrasonic wave propagation in composite laminates with spring-type interlayer interfaces at oblique incidence is analyzed theoretically by using the stiffness-matrix approach. 32, 33 In particular, the influence of the frequency, the interlayer interfacial stiffnesses, and the angle of incidence on the wave transmission and band-gap behavior is elucidated. The present analysis is, however, focused on unidirectional lay-ups for which the interlayer interfaces are solely responsible for the band-gap formation. This paper is constructed as follows: In Sec. II, the formulation of the stiffness-matrix method is briefly summarized and the amplitude transmission coefficient of a unidirectional composite laminate immersed in water is calculated for various frequencies, interfacial normal and shear stiffnesses, and angles of incidence. Using Floquet's theorem [34] [35] [36] combined with the stiffness matrix, the dispersion relation of the infinitely extended laminate structure is calculated and compared to the transmission characteristics of laminates of finite thickness in Sec. III. Such a comparison between finite and infinite laminated structures has been considered by Wang and Rokhlin 20 for multidirectional composite laminates. In the present study, the generation behavior of band-gaps of Floquet waves is examined for arbitrary propagation directions in the presence of spring-type interlayer interfaces in the unidirectional laminate. Comparison between experimental and theoretical transmission coefficients for an 11-ply carbon-epoxy composite laminate is shown in Sec. IV, and the conclusion of this study is summarized in Sec. V. Consider a unidirectional composite laminate consisting of N anisotropic elastic plies and (N-1) spring-type interlayer interfaces as shown in Fig. 1 . If the harmonic plane longitudinal wave with unit amplitude impinges obliquely on the laminate immersed in ideal fluid from x 3 > Z 0 with the direction determined by the angle of incidence h as well as the plane of propagation u, then the displacements of incident, reflected, and transmitted waves can be written as
II. ANALYSIS OF WAVE PROPAGATION BEHAVIOR IN
respectively, where x (¼2pf) is the angular frequency and k f is the wavenumber in the fluid. 
where q f and V f ¼ x/k f are the density and wave speed of the surrounding fluid and H ¼ Z 0 À Z N is the laminate thickness.
In the above expression, S ij G are the components of the inverse of 6 Â 6 global stiffness matrix which is obtained by applying the recursive algorithm 32 to all of the local stiffness matrices of the ply K ply m ðm ¼ 1; 2; …; NÞ as well as the inter-
where
correspond to the location of interlayer interfaces, and the subscript "þ" ("À") denotes that the corresponding coordinate is approached from the positive (negative) x 3 side. In the present analysis, the matrices K ply m and K sp m are assumed to be the same for all plies and interfaces. The latter can be calculated by using the interfacial normal and shear stiffnesses, K N , K T1 , and K T2 , as : (6) The above expression is valid to model the interlayer imperfections of unidirectional composite laminates where the fiber direction of all plies is identical with x 1 (or x 2 ) direction.
Other stacking sequences such as angle-ply, cross-ply, or quasi-isotropic lay-up can be modeled by including additional non-zero terms which express the coupling effects 24 in Eq. (6) and allow the matrix components to vary for different interfaces. For the details of the calculation of K ply m and the recursive algorithm mentioned above, refer to Refs. 32 and 33. It should be noted that the stiffness matrix approach can compute the reflection and transmission coefficients more stably than the transfer matrix approach [37] [38] [39] [40] which encounters the numerical instability issues for high frequency or large ply thickness.
B. Influence of interlayer interfacial stiffness and angle of incidence on amplitude transmission spectrum Using the approach mentioned above, the amplitude transmission spectra of an 11-ply unidirectional composite laminate immersed in water are calculated for various interlayer interfacial stiffnesses and angles of incidence with the material properties in Table I , and depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. The unidirectionally reinforced plies are modeled as transversely isotropic elastic media and stacked so that the fiber direction is identical with the x 1 direction for all plies. Note that the imaginary parts of ply stiffness shown in Table I are neglected throughout the numerical analysis in Secs. II and III, but are taken into account in the comparison between experiment and theory in Sec. IV. The angle u which represents the deviation of the plane of propagation from the isotropic plane of ply (x 2 À x 3 plane) is fixed as 45
, and for simplicity of analysis, it is assumed that the interfacial shear stiffness is orientation-independent, i.e.,
The horizontal axis in Figs. 2 and 3, whose range corresponds to approximately 0 f 16 MHz, is normalized by the ply thickness and the longitudinal wave velocity of the ply in the x 3 direction, while the vertical ones, whose ranges correspond to 0.08 K N 8 MPa/nm and 0.04 K T 4 MPa/nm, respectively, are normalized by the ply thickness and stiffness.
It is seen in Figs. 2 and 3 that the transmission coefficient is influenced by not only the frequency and interfacial stiffnesses but also the angle of incidence. This is because the number of propagating bulk modes existing in the laminate changes according to the latter parameter. Wang and Rokhlin 20 examined this variation by invoking the critical angles of Floquet waves for multidirectional laminates. Since the present analysis focuses on unidirectional laminates, the critical angles of Floquet waves can be reasonably approximated by those of bulk waves in the ply. In Fig. 4 , the critical angles of the quasi-longitudinal and two quasitransverse waves at an interface between water and the ply are shown as a function of the plane of propagation u. Because of the anisotropic nature of the ply, the critical angles are dependent on u and they take 16 , 36 , and 56 at u ¼ 45 . In the case of normal incidence [Figs. 2(a) and 3(a)], only the pure longitudinal mode propagates in the laminate in the direction normal to the interfaces, so the transmission coefficient is influenced only by the normal component of the interlayer interfacial stiffness. It is also seen that the transmission coefficient oscillates with the frequency due to the finite number of plies. 30 As the angle of Figs. 2 and 3 where the transmission coefficient falls to a low level. For example, two frequency bands of vanishingly small transmission coefficient are seen in Fig. 2 
III. DISPERSION RELATION OF INFINITELY PERIODIC STRUCTURE
In this section, the generation of low-transmission frequency ranges found Sec. II B is investigated in more detail based on the dispersion relation of the infinitely periodic structure.
A. Computation of Floquet wavenumber
Consider a periodic structure shown in Fig. 5 , which has an infinite number of unit-cells each consisting of a unidirectional ply and a spring-type interface. The stiffness matrix for a unit-cell K is given as
where K ij (i, j ¼ 1, 2) represent 3 Â 3 matrices. For such a periodic system, Floquet's theorem yields the so-called periodic relation where f is the x 3 component of the Floquet wavenumber [34] [35] [36] and
is the thickness of unit-cell (the theorem is also referred to as the Bloch theorem but the nomenclature commonly used in many studies for composite laminates 34-36 is followed here). From Eqs. (7) and (8), the characteristic equation for the Floquet wave in the infinitely periodic structure can be written as
Equation (9) (10)- (13). From Eq. (9), f can be given as
where m is an integer, arg(•) and j•j represent the argument and modulus of a complex number, and X (¼ exp(ifh u )) is a root of
where g is a root of the following cubic equation:
In what follows, the Floquet waves propagating in the positive x 3 direction are only considered, whose wavenumbers are denoted by f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 . The relation between the x 3 component of the normalized Floquet wavenumbers and the normalized frequency for the laminate parameters given in Table I (imaginary parts of ply stiffness are neglected as mentioned in Sec. II B) is illustrated in Fig. 6 for different propagation directions expressed in terms of the corresponding incident angle from water. The real part of the wavenumbers is drawn with the so-called extended zone scheme, 34 where the integer m in Eq. (14) is determined so that the dispersion curve becomes continuous. The angle for plane of propagation u is fixed again as 45 and the normalized interlayer interfacial stiffnesses as
The Floquet wave is a linear combination of three types of classical plane waves 35 which propagate in the ply, i.e., one quasi-longitudinal and two quasi-transverse waves. With the stacking sequence concerned here, however, each Floquet wave is dominated by one of them. In the case of normal incidence or in the limiting case of K N ¼ K T ¼ 1 (perfect bonding), each Floquet wave consists of a single classical plane wave. For this reason, three Floquet waves in Fig. 6 are denoted by referring to the corresponding dominant plane wave modes.
It is seen in Fig. 6 that when the frequency increases from zero, the real parts of the Floquet wavenumber also increase from zero, and in certain frequency ranges they possess non-zero imaginary parts. These ranges are the so-called frequency band-gaps (or stopping bands), which indicate that the corresponding mode cannot propagate in the periodic structure since the Bragg reflection occurs. Such band-gaps appear when the following condition is satisfied:
where n stands for an integer. The derivation of the above relation is given in the Appendix. When a ¼ b in Eq. (17), the Bragg reflection occurs with a single Floquet wave, which results in the single band-gaps indicated in Fig. 6 by "L," "T1," "T2," "QL," "QT1," and "QT2." On the other hand, when a 6 ¼ b, two Floquet waves suffer the Bragg reflection in combination and the resulting double band-gaps are indicated by "QL-QT1," "QL-QT2," and "QT1-QT2." When h ¼ 0 [ Fig. 6(a) ], three Floquet waves are identical with the pure longitudinal (L) and transverse (T1 and T2) modes as mentioned above. Since such modes do not couple with one another, i.e., no mode conversion occurs at the interlayer interfaces, there exist only single band-gaps in Fig. 6(a) . When h ¼ 10 [ Fig. 6(b) ], the Floquet waves consist of different classical plane waves which undergo the mode conversion at every interface, so not only the single but also double band-gaps are generated. This is also true for h ¼ 20
[ Fig. 6(c) ] except that the Floquet wave dominated by the quasi-longitudinal mode, which propagates in the direction parallel to the interfaces, has no influence on the generation of band-gaps. When h ¼ 40
[ Fig.  6(d) ], the wavenumbers of two faster Floquet waves become pure imaginary, and the band structure is determined only by the remaining wave dominated by the slow quasi-transverse mode.
B. Comparison with transmission characteristics of finite layered structure
Using the stiffness matrix method again, the amplitude transmission spectra of the immersed composite laminate are calculated for different number of plies with fixed interfacial stiffnesses K N ¼ 1 MPa/nm and K T ¼ 0.1 MPa/nm, angle of incidence h ¼ 10 , and plane of propagation u ¼ 45 , and shown in Fig. 7 . The low-transmission frequency ranges centered at around fh(q/Re[C 33 ]) 1/2 ¼ 0.43 and 0.87 become more distinct as the number of plies increases, and such regions are in good agreement with the band-gaps of the corresponding infinitely layered structure in Fig. 6(b) . This indicates that the band-gaps appear even in the finite layered laminate and becomes remarkable with the increasing number of plies. It is also found that the band-gaps of the Floquet waves dominated by quasi-transverse modes seen in Fig.  6(b) do not form clear low-transmission ranges in Fig. 7 . , the Floquet wave dominated by the slow quasi-transverse mode is propagative as indicated by "QT2" in Fig. 8(b) , but the transmission coefficient becomes very low in Fig. 2(b) . This is, as also mentioned above, because the transmission coefficient is mainly governed by (d) . This is likely due to the finite thickness of the laminate, i.e., an eigen-vibration of laminate is excited and the reflection becomes remarkable.
Although the plane of propagation has been fixed as u ¼ 45 in this analysis, the transmission characteristics for other values of u can be explained in the same manner as described above.
IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
The double-through transmission measurement 7, 8 was carried out for an 11-ply composite laminate with unidirectional stacking sequence. The specimen, which was supplied by Mitsubishi Rayon, Co. Ltd., Japan, was made of TR30 carbon fibers of about 7 lm diameter and #340 epoxy resin, and had the ply thickness of about 0.19 mm. The ultrasonic waves transmitted through the specimen twice were measured for different angles of incidence h as well as planes of propagation u by using a setup shown in Fig. 10 , which consists of a personal computer (MATLAB), an Agilent digital oscilloscope DSO5034A, a Panametrics pulser-receiver 5072PR, a motor controller, two five-phase stepping motors with angle resolutions 0.004 for both h and u, a piezoelectric broadband transducer with nominal frequency 15 MHz (IT1506R, Insight, Inc., Japan), and an acoustic mirror made of a polished stainless steel disk with 50 mm diameter and 30 mm thickness. The signals were measured with a gate length of 10 ls, which was chosen in order to include not only the first arrival waves but also the following ones due to the multiple reflections inside the specimen but not to capture the waves reflected from the bottom of the mirror (it took about 10 ls for the longitudinal wave to make a round trip in the mirror). This gate length was confirmed to be sufficient for the present specimen as the amplitude of arrival waves to be measured dropped to the noise level in at most 6 ls after the first arrival wave. The received signals were digitized at the sampling frequency of 100 MHz and averaged 100 times. The measured waveforms were then zero padded to contain 4096 points (resulting frequency increment was 0.02 MHz), Fourier transformed without windowing, and normalized by the spectrum of the reference wave measured without the specimen so as to compute the transmission coefficients.
The variation of the obtained transmission coefficient with the frequency and the angle of incidence for three types of planes of propagation (u ¼ 0 corresponds to the plane whose normal coincides with the fiber direction) is depicted in Fig. 11 for a finite frequency range of 5 to 15 MHz due to the limited bandwidth of the transducer. It is noted that obtained by this measurement is the squared amplitude transmission coefficient since the doubly transmitted wave is detected. The theoretical results calculated by the stiffness matrix method are also shown in Fig. 11 for comparison, where the properties in Table I closely as possible. The values for the components of complex ply stiffness and the interfacial normal stiffnesses are representative for the unidirectional carbon-fiber-reinforced composite. 31, 40 Although there are no literatures available for the interfacial shear stiffness of composite laminates, the above-mentioned value appears reasonable from the comparison of interfacial stiffness ratio K T /K N ¼ 0.27 with that measured for a thin epoxy adhesive layer between two glass plates 0.23.
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The low-transmission zones seen over the wide frequency ranges at around h ¼ 30 in Fig. 11(a) , h ¼ 10 in Fig. 11(b) , and h ¼ 8 in Fig. 11 (c) are due to the critical angle of the quasi-longitudinal wave, while those seen in the limited frequency ranges such as at about 8 MHz in Fig.  11 (c) are due to the Bragg reflection. It is found that these features are well reproduced by the theory. It should be noted that the latter feature cannot be described unless the influence of interlayer interfaces is incorporated. Besides the locations of these low-transmission zones, fine oscillatory patterns of the amplitude transmission coefficient in the plane of frequency and incident angle are also reproduced by the theory with the interfacial stiffness parameters as identified above.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, the transmission characteristics of ultrasonic waves in unidirectional composite laminates with spring-type interlayer interfaces at oblique incidence have been analyzed theoretically by using the stiffness matrix method. It has been shown that the amplitude transmission coefficient is influenced by the frequency, the interlayer interfacial normal and shear stiffnesses, and the angle of incidence. The dispersion relation of the corresponding infinitely periodic structure has been calculated using Floquet's periodic condition and compared to the transmission coefficient of the finite layered structure. As a result, the ranges of the frequency and the interfacial stiffnesses where the Floquet waves lie in the band-gaps are in good agreement with the low-transmission zones of the finite layered case, indicating that the ultrasonic wave is prevented from transmitting through the laminate due to the Bragg reflection. The amplitude transmission coefficient for an 11-ply carbon-epoxy composite laminate with unidirectional stacking sequence has been experimentally obtained for various frequencies and angles of incidence. It has been shown that the observed low-transmission zones caused by the critical angle of quasi-longitudinal wave as well as the Bragg reflection are favorably compared with the theory.
The results obtained in this analysis can be helpful when evaluating the quality of the interlayer interfaces of composite laminates from the propagation characteristics of bulk waves. The present study has focused on the laminate with unidirectional lay-up where the reflection and transmission at the interlayer interfaces are due only to the finite interfacial stiffnesses. For other stacking sequences, e.g., angle-ply, cross-ply, or quasi-isotropic laminates, the mismatch of the acoustic impedances between neighboring plies also has an influence on the scattering at the interfaces as discussed in Ref. 20 . In such situations, more complicated generation behavior of band-gaps will be observed, which remain as issues for the future study.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQ. (17) Assuming that the x 3 component of the Floquet wavenumber is given as
where m is an integer and Àp < a p and b are real numbers, Eq. (15) can be rewritten as coshb cos a À isinhb sin a ¼ g 2 :
The band structure of the Floquet waves can be divided into four cases according to g as follows:
ðaÞ jRe½gj < 2 and Im½g ¼ 0; (15), so are its reciprocal 1/X as well as its complex conjugate X*, it can be shown that if g is a solution of Eq. (16), so is its complex conjugate g*. Note that the above property was originally proved for the case where all plies are perfectly bonded, but it still holds for the case where the spring-type interlayer interfaces are incorporated. If the x 3 component of the Floquet wavenumber corresponding to g is denoted by f a and given by the right-hand side of Eq. (A1) as f a ¼ (2 mp þ a þ ib)/h u , then one corresponding to g* and for the Floquet wave propagating in the same x 3 direction f b can be written from Eq. (A2) as
where l is an integer. From Eqs. (A13) and (A14), this case corresponds to the double band-gap, and Eq. (17) for a 6 ¼ b can be obtained.
